INA...the original Schaeffler brand.

For decades, INA has been the pioneer of automotive technology. As each model year rolls out, vehicle manufacturers continue to rely on INA’s quality, reliability and unparalleled innovation. Our valvetrains, primary and front end auxiliary drives and camshaft phasing units maximize vehicle performance, improve safety and instill confidence among manufacturers, installers and drivers alike.

Schaeffler is the engine expert. That’s why our products are in every car in the world.
As vehicles become more technologically advanced, our engineers are continuously working with OEMs to identify and develop new repair solutions and services to meet the evolving needs of the automotive aftermarket. Our goal is to continue providing OE-quality solutions for more makes and models around the globe.

Count on Schaeffler for innovative solutions that make cars run like new.
INA produces engine components and bearings in many countries worldwide. Our largest countries of operation are detailed on the map below.

Schaeffler is one of the leading OE manufacturers of timing drive, valvetrain, and accessory drive components. Under the INA brand, Schaeffler offers a broad range of single components, as well as complete KIT solutions. INA is a leading OE partner for various engine systems and now extends our product offering to the aftermarket.

As an OE manufacturer, we are committed to bringing the same quality and innovative repair solutions to the automotive aftermarket.
EXPERT TO EXPERT!

Whether it’s product updates, technical training, or installation guides – with just a few clicks automotive professionals can quickly and conveniently find everything that they need to do the job right the first time. Every time.

Further information:
www.repxpert.us

www.repxpert.us
Facebook